Stay Informed with Strategic Alerts

Using visual heat maps and automatic alerts, ImageTrend Strategic Triggered Alerts and Reporting (STAR) allows users to keep up-to-date with the most recent information. Data can be collected through a reporting system that allows users to set exact criteria and thresholds, as well as see incidents on a heat map. Whether it’s helping you prepare for a possible epidemic or alerting you to dangerous patterns, STAR plays an integral role in visually reporting the most important incident information.

**Visual Insight**

In collaboration with Bing Maps, STAR allows users to view incident data visually through use of a heat-indicator map. The ability to switch between aerial or road maps, or view both simultaneously, in addition to limited zoom capability, gives the user greater control over viewable information.

Additionally, the criteria used to develop the map report, as defined through Report Writer, is displayed. Constant access to information, such as the timeframe and threshold, is vital to best utilizing the report.

**User Definable Threshold Results**

When defining criteria through Report Writer, STAR allows users to set threshold requirements, giving the user control of consumable information. The ability to manipulate threshold requirements allows users to define the timeframe and the number of incidents they want to view, both with respect to the criteria defining the type of incident viewed.

**Automatic Alert Notification**

Users can elect to set up automatic alert notifications in the case of an emergency. When the number of incidents surpasses the threshold limit, an alert is sent to the user via email or SMS, ensuring a timely response.

**Publish Results**

STAR is capable of publishing results to other ImageTrend applications, including Service Bridge and License Management. This capability gives users the ability to run fewer reports and to share needed information.
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